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MOTIVATIONAL CONFERENCE & EVENT KEYNOTE

WHY StORY?
In this thought-provoking
keynote, Sandy McDonald
demonstrates the power of
storytelling to engage, connect
and boost recall of key messages
by telling story herself.
She shows how story has the
power to change a negative
narrative to one that fuels
clarity, vision and collaboration.

A voice is only empowered
when it is heard
We need first to understand how to manage
attention, an increasingly scarce human resource

Sandy demonstrates this through her own
unique experience of storytelling to build a
worldwide community in 71 countries, that
has continued to work over 12 years to support

in a world of overwhelming information and

orphaned and vulnerable children.

hyper connectivity.

She introduces a framework that explains

Story holds the key to gaining and holding
attention. Ample scientific evidence shows
emotionally-charged and character-driven story
impacts on the brain of the listener and the
storyteller, releasing neuro-chemicals that focus

how to tell contextualised stories, so her
audience will understand:
• why and how story works
• how story changes the narrative

attention and increase empathy, producing a

• the context for telling story

willingness to co-operate.

• the five big concepts that uncover our

When we understand how stories told in context
work to do this, then we can employ them to

authentic stories — clarity, curiosity, truth,
trust and insight

change a hopeless, or negative narrative into one

Sandy believes that the stories we tell based

that fuels clarity of vision and collaboration to

on clarity of purpose, fuel the human energy

shifts us toward positive action.

to do wonderful stuff in the world.

CONFERENCE MASTERCLASS

EMPOWERING VOICES
It isn’t enough to just tell
stories. Stories must be based on
context, the primary principle of
which is purpose.
In this Masterclass, ‘Empowering
Voices’ Sandy McDonald
demonstrates the remarkable
science behind why stories
impact on our brain to
build trust and why telling
contextualised, purpose-driven
stories is our most powerful
communication asset.

Empowering Voices Masterclass

apply the skills

Participants will learn how to tell stories that:

1. Explore personal purpose and how this

1. Engage, connect and boost recall of a person/
businesses’ key messages
2. Promote a willingness to act in others
3. Embed business and personal purpose and
culture.

learn the essentials
1. Review the science behind story impacting
on our brains neuro-chemistry and what
stops us from telling stories
2. Refresh the importance of context (purpose,
audience, intention and unique value) for
telling stories through the Storytelling
Framework

informs storytelling
2. Learn how not to misread your audience
3. Explore the intersection of experience and
expertise to uncover unique value stories
4. Gather personal stories through the Story
Reflector tools — clarity, curiosity, trust, truth
and insight
5. Learn how story can be used to boost the
power of insights (facts in context)
6. Learn the basics of story craft —structure and
language
7. Experience telling story and giving feedback

WHAT OTHER SAY
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Sandy captured the hearts and minds of almost 1500 people,
shared a deeply profound message and ended with a standing
ovation any professional speaker would be proud of.
Jon Yeo, TEDxMelbourne Convenor
My eyes have been opened to the under-recognised power
of story to influence and excite. It has changed the way I
communicate through all means, whether this be in patient
interactions, teaching, presentations, social media or grant
applications. Story-power is a tool that can deeply enrich
understanding and empower change; quite possibly my secret
key to success!
Dr Ada Cheung, University of Melbourne
We are always looking for talented and inspiring speakers to
present to our business network. When I discovered Sandy’s
TEDx talk, I thought her story was remarkable.
Sandy told a heart-rending tale of a disaster—millions of
children in Africa orphaned and made vulnerable through
AIDS and poverty. But she also showed us how she used
simple strategies to create a global movement that
keeps growing.
Sandy’s inspiring presentation starts with the heart and ends
with the head. She not only inspires people with passion
toward a goal, but gives people the skills they need to reach it.
Danika Benison. Economic Development Off icer,
City of Boroondara
Sandy was very receptive to developing content that would
suit the needs of our audience. She delivered a strong
emotional and professional presentation that resonated with
our delegates from a range of levels and backgrounds within
the superannuation industry.
Sandy was a pleasure to deal with and kept us in the loop
on her presentation development from concept through to
final delivery. I would recommend her for both corporate and
community presentations.
Theresa Hoogland, Marketing & Partnerships Manager,
Australian Institute of Superannuation Trustees

Working in senior public sector r oles in the Commonwealth
and ACT Governments, charged with driving change
and innovation across Government and with external
stakeholders, I have found Sandy’s expertise in strategic
communication invaluable.
Sandy has helped me to develop a communications
framework to guide stakeholder engagement in a strategic
way, ensure clarity and coherence of messaging and
harness the power of story-telling to drive change.
Sandy’s structured approach has really helped me achieve
clarity in what I want to communicate and what I want to
achieve through that communication. .
Jo Wood (Co-ordinator General for family safety, ACT
Government)
Sandy recently worked with twenty participants to help
them develop techniques for presenting their research in
relevant and compelling ways.
It was a fantastically hands on workshop. Everyone
completed the process with a vast improvement in
understanding their key messages and, as a result, ability to
talk about their work.
I was really blown away with how much progress can be
made in such a short space of time with the right insights
and coaching expertise - and Sandy has this in spades.
She has a rare ability to inspire people and explain things
effectively whilst also creating a comfortable environment
for learning and trying things out.
Jacqueline King, Excellerate Australia
Story telling is the new black and as an educator/facilitator
and social advocate I was acutely aware of my need to skill
up in this area… and this was the ideal course to enable this.

and professional practice with us, born out of her own rich life
experiences. In this way she demonstrates how to unlock the
power of our own stories.

Sandy is a skilled teacher and of course – story teller- who
effortlessly blended stories into a well structured workshop.
I left the day with an architecture and as importantly, the
confidence to take the next step. Highly recommended
workshop. Thanks Sandy

Joshua Nester SEEK

Maria SImonelli, Telco

Sandy is a natural born story teller and shares her wisdom

WHO IS SANDY?

SandyMcDonald

Sandy’s TEDx talk, for which she received a standing
ovation, is based on this experience to explain how
your stories can enrich, change, or even save lives.
Her book, Get It Right Online details the story

and framework by which anyone can achieve
extraordinary results.
Sandy McDonald is an author, TEDx speaker, clarity
and storytelling trainer, and coach.

She is the founder of SandyMcDonald.com and
Australian charity, CreateCare Global.

She works with businesses, academics, and

individuals to bring clarity of purpose and principles
into their complex worlds, on and offline, and to

She believes stories told coherently from clarity of

purpose and principles act as a conduit to curiosity
and truth seeking fuelling the energy to enrich,
transform and save lives.

Sandy is known for helping organisations and

people get clear on the purpose-led stories they can
tell that drives their next, often life-changing step.

embed storytelling as a life changing approach to

She is a trainer with RMIT, DHHS, and for numerous

This work informs a coherent and correctly

She has spoken or presented workshops at

that connect them to their best people and to build

FInancial Counsellors Australia conference, CPA

their communication.

positioned platform from which to tell the stories
advocating communities.

After 22 years running a successful marketing

communication company, she used purposeful story

telling to start a 20,000 strong, global community in
71 countries. It continues to work twelve years on to
warm, comfort and raise awareness of the millions
of children orphaned in Africa.

Co-operative Research Centres.

numerous events and conferences including the
Australia & NZ, and Ethical Enterprises Conference
2018 and 2019.
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